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ChemE Overview 

Intro 



• Total US Workforce: 66,551 

• Top US Industries: Industrial Chemicals, 

Pharmaceuticals, Petroleum 

• Top Industries in NJ: Pharmaceuticals, Specialty 

Chemicals, Flavors & Fragrances 

 

Employment 



ChemE Geography 



ChemE Geography 



ChemE Financial Geography 



• According to NACE’s Winter 2017 Salary 

Survey, Chemical Engineers are projected 

to be the top-paid engineering major in 

2017 

• Projected average starting salary: $68,445 

• 2016 Mean Annual Salary: $105,420 

• 10th Percentile: $60,770 

• Employment growing ~2%/yr (>1300 jobs) 

ChemE Outlook 



• Current department size 

– Undergraduate students: 230 

– Graduate students: 75 (ChemE and MT) 

– 10 Faculty 

• Total undergraduate enrollment: 3,021 

– ~ 8% ChemE 

ChemE At Stevens 



ChemE At Stevens 

Undergraduate Student Body 

ChemE

Less Interesting
Majors



• Raise your hand if this is you: 

“Gee I really liked chemistry in high-
school! I want to be an engineer! I should 
be a Chemical Engineer!” 

ChemE: The Education 



• Chemical Engineering ≠ Chemistry 

• Things you WILL learn: 

– Thermodynamics 

– Fluid Mechanics 

– Industrial Reaction and 

Separation Processes 

– Process Modeling and 

Simulation   

 

ChemE: The Education 



• The Basics 
– Process Analysis 

– Thermodynamics 

– Fluid Mechanics 

• Processes 
– Separation Operations 

– Heat and Mass Transfer 

– Reactor Design 

– Process Control, Modeling, and Simulation 

• Applications 
– Chemical Engineering Laboratory 

– Engineering Design 6-8 

 

Curriculum Breakdown 

Easy 

Medium 

Hard 



You will be able to… 

• Characterize chemical systems  

• Design and evaluate chemical processing 

hardware  

• Model and simulate chemical processes 

using software tools 

 

By Graduation 



• Undergraduate research 

– Ability to apply the 
principles you learn in 
class to novel research 

– Possibility of publication 

• Co-ops/internships 

– Fantastic work experience 

– Develop ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ 
skills needed to succeed in 
the workplace 

Other Facets of Education 



Spotlight 
Co-ops/Internships 



• James Sweeney 

– 4/5 Co-op Student 

– B.E. Chemical Engineering ’19 

– M.E. Systems Engineering ’19 

– Work Experience, Johnson and 

Johnson & Infineum 

– Research experience on microbial 

fuel cells (Summer 2015) 

Personal Intro 



• Consumer R&D 

Microbiology 

• Massive cross-

functional exposure 

• Conduit between 

engineering and 

science 

 

 

J&J Experience 



• Analytical tools 

– FTIR, KV, particle 

counts 

• Scale trials 

• Developing new 

methods 

• Data analysis 

 

 

Infineum Experience: Lab Portion 



• “Classic” chemical 
engineering 

• Process optimization 

• Aligning with stakeholders 

• Global team member 

 

Infineum Experience 



• Dive headlong into company culture 

• Imperfect fit ≠ poor experience 

• Interview/apply for anything that looks 

interesting 

• Cure for “When am I going to use this in 

real life?” 

 

Key Takeaways 



Spotlight 
Undergraduate Research 



1.My research experiences  

 

2.Introduction to fuel cells/current research 

 

3.Advantages of doing research as an 

undergraduate  

 

Outline 



My Research Experience 

Summer 2015: Start undergraduate research  

Spring 2016: Co-op J&J Consumer on Engineered Solutions Team 

Fall 2016: Start working on thin, flexible, air-breathing fuel cell 

 
(b) 



PEMFC 

Introduction to Proton Exchange 

Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) Operation 

At the Anode:        H2  2H+ + 2e- 

At the Cathode:    ½O2 + 2H+ + 2e-  H2O 

Overall Reaction:   H2 + ½O2  H2O 



Current Research: Novel Thin, 

Flexible, Air-breathing Fuel Cell 

Current Research  



Applications of Novel Fuel Cell Design 

• Capable of increasing flight time of 1 kg Onterra 
electric RC aircraft by  x5 improvement 



How do I get my first internship experience?  

Internship 



 

Benefits of Research  



 

Research vs. Classroom 

vs. 



 

When should I get involved? 



• Lab partners S. Reza Mahmoodi, P.-K. 

Sun, H. Dai 
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Spotlight 
Faculty Experience 



Stephanie Lee 

• BS in Chemical Engineering from MIT 
(2007) 

• PhD in Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science from Princeton (2012) 

• Postdoctoral researcher at NYU (2012-
2014) 

• Joined Stevens in 2014 as an assistant 
Professor 

• Live in Hoboken with my husband (met on 
the 1st day of college freshman 
orientation!) and our 15 month old son, 
Asher (a.k.a. the cutest baby on the 
planet) 

 

Personal Intro 



• Spoiler alert: I had no idea what career I 

wanted to pursue until my postdoc at NYU 

How did I get here? 

This was me!! 

Become	
ChemE	

professor	

…how	did	that	
happen??	

You	have	to	
dissect	WHAT	in	
med	school???	

You	have	to	do	
WHAT	to	rats	in	
biomedical	
engineering???	

Rejec on		

Rejec on		



• I “teach” CHE234: Chemical Engineering 

Thermodynamics and MT665: Soft Matter 

Physics 

What I do at Stevens 
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Fig. 9. Long-term in situ EDA recordings. Continuous skin conductance mea-
surements were recorded for seven days in a natural home environment. Daily
EDA waveforms displayed are normalized.

side of the distal forearms are continuous with the palmar sites

(C6–C8), but Keegan and Garrett [39] describe the ventral side

of the distal forearms as innervated by dermatomes C5, C6, C8,

and T1. In addition, differences in moisture buildup between

the skin–electrode interfaces could also contribute to the large

variance of correlation coefficients. This was particularly evi-

dent at the end of the physical task, which resulted in negative-

correlation coefficients in 38% of participants (decreasing skin

conductance at fingers, but increasing skin conductance at distal

forearms). There is a lack of evidence to suggest a dependence

on age or gender. Nonetheless, the overall pattern of results sug-

gests that the EDA measured from the distal forearms closely

parallels EDA measured from the fingers.

Using conductive fabric as electrodes is an attractive option

in designing wearable sensors as it potentially enables greater

comfort. Although at rest and recovery, the conductive fab-

ric electrodes performed somewhat similarly to conventional

Ag/AgCl electrodes, it is important to take note that that they

have weaker ability to measure EDA changes during stressor

tasks. Given the stretchy nature of the conductive fabric, it is

likely that the electrodes do not maintain their electrical prop-

erties when in contact with the user. Furthermore, the ability of

fabric to absorb moisture and sweat also contributes to altering

their electrical properties over time and is the likely reason for

our results showing that the levels of EDA were higher after the

physical exertion task for the conductive fabric electrodes than

for the traditional Ag/AgCl electrodes. In view of this, we rec-

ommend using standard Ag/AgCl electrodes for more sensitive

analysis of EDA measurements.

Long-term assessment of EDA revealed interesting trends

in the participant’s sympathetic modulation over a week-long

period. Intervals of elevated EDA frequently corresponded to

times when the participant was studying, doing homework, or

taking an exam. This is possibly due to the increased cognitive

stress associated with these activities. The characteristic peaks

occurring during sleep have been associated with slow-wave

sleep [40] and remain a subject for future studies. We found

the sensor wristband to provide reliable and robust attachment

of the electrodes to the skin, even in the presence of forearm

motion during normal daily activities. Motion artifacts were

typically observed only when the electrode–skin interface was

disturbed such as when external pressure was applied against

the electrodes or when the wearer readjusted the position of the

electrodes.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a compact and low-cost wearable EDA

sensor that enables comfortable long-term assessment of EDA.

The novelty of our system consists of the use of the dorsal

forearms as recording sites, the miniaturization of the sensor

module, as well as the design of a small wristband that allows

for unobtrusive and nonstigmatizing continuous EDA measure-

ments during everyday activities. Experimental outcomes using

Ag/AgCl electrodes correlated strongly with the FDA-approved

EDA measurement system. To the best of our knowledge, we

described the first detailed study indicating that the ventral side

of the distal forearms is a viable alternative to the more popular

palmar sites for EDA measurements across physical, cognitive,

and emotional stressors. Importantly, we also presented the first

long-term recordings of EDA during daily activity outside of

a laboratory or clinical setting. While palmar electrodes are

encumbering, easily lost, and frequently subjected to motion

and pressure artifacts, the proposed wrist-worn sensor does not

suffer anywhere near as much from these problems. Given the

versatility of the proposed system that acts both as a data for-

warding and data logging device, users are not constrained to

stay within the range of a base station, but, instead, have un-

restricted continuous measurements regardless of location. The

importance of this paper is the unprecedented ability to perform

comfortable long-term and in situ assessment of EDA that the

proposed system offers. Long-term continuous EDA measure-

ments during normal daily activity like that in Fig. 9 have, to the

best of our knowledge, not prior to this paper been demonstrated

in a practical way, and thus, the new technology developed in

this paper represents a significant advancement over existing

systems. Investigations of long-term sympathetic nervous sys-

tem activity can potentially add precious insight and enrich

understanding of widespread neurological conditions. Studies

are currently underway to evaluate the use of the proposed EDA

sensor in a variety of clinical applications, including autism,

epilepsy, and sleep disorders.
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A Wearable Sensor for Unobtrusive, Long-Term

Assessment of Electrodermal Activity
Ming-Zher Poh, Student Member, IEEE, Nicholas C. Swenson, and Rosalind W. Picard*, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Electrodermal activity (EDA) is a sensitive index of

sympathetic nervous system activity. Due to the lack of sensors

that can be worn comfortably during normal daily activity and
over extensive periods of time, research in this area is limited to

laboratory settings or artificial clinical environments. We devel-

oped a novel, unobtrusive, nonstigmatizing, wrist-worn integrated

sensor, andpresent, for the veryfirst time, ademonstration of long-

term, continuous assessment ofEDAoutside of a laboratory setting.

We evaluated the performance of our device against a Food and

DrugAdministration (FDA) approved systemfor themeasurement
of EDAduring physical, cognitive, as well as emotional stressors at

both palmar and distal forearm sites, and found high correlations

across all the tests. We also evaluated the choice of electrodemate-

rial by comparing conductive fabric with Ag/AgCl electrodes and

discuss the limitations found. An important result presented in this

paper isevidence that thedistal forearmisaviablealternativeto the
traditional palmar sites for EDAmeasurements. Our device offers

the unprecedented ability to perform comfortable, long-term, and

in situ assessment of EDA. This paper opens up opportunities for

future investigations that were previously not feasible, and could

have far-reaching implications for diagnosis and understanding of

psychological or neurological conditions.

Index Terms—Electrodermal activity (EDA), forearm, galvanic

skin response, skin conductance, sweat, sympathetic nervous sys-

tem, wearable sensors, wrist.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N GENERAL, regulation of physiological states of arousal

is achieved by a balance of activity within sympathetic and

parasympathetic subdivisions of the autonomic nervous system

(ANS). While the parasympathetic nervous system promotes

restoration and conservation of bodily energy, the sympathetic

nervous system stimulates increased metabolic output to deal

with external challenges. As such, increased sympathetic activ-

ity (sympathetic arousal) elevates heart rate, blood pressure, and

sweating, as well as redirects blood from the intestinal reservoir

toward skeletal muscles, lungs, heart, and brain in preparation

for motor action. Sympathetic postganglionic fibers consisting
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of nonmyelinated class C nerve fibers surround eccrine sweat

glands and their activity modulates sweat secretion [1]. Since

sweat is a weak electrolyte and good conductor, the filling

of sweat ducts results in many low-resistance parallel path-

ways, thereby increasing the conductance of an applied current.

Changes in skin conductance at the surface, referred to as elec-

trodermal activity (EDA), reflect activity within the sympathetic

axis of the ANS and provide a sensitive and convenient mea-

sure of assessing alterations in sympathetic arousal associated

with emotion, cognition, and attention [2]. Stress is generally

defined as a disruption of the autonomic balance involving a

state of high sympathetic activation. Since EDA is solely de-

termined by the activity of the sympathetic branch of the ANS,

which is predominant in stress states, tonic EDA parameters

may be regarded as suitable measures of ANS activity induced

by stress [3]. The hypothalamus, which is responsible for ANS

activity, plays a major role in eliciting ipsilateral EDA under the

direct influence of limbic structures [3]. These influences appear

to stem from antagonistic actions of the amygdala (excitatory)

and hippocampus (inhibitory) [4], [5]. Autonomic responses in

the skin such as sweating, piloerection, and vasomotor changes

can thus be elicited by various emotional states via the Papez

circuit in the limbic system [6]. In addition, it is widely recog-

nized that attention-grabbing stimuli and attention-demanding

tasks also evoke increased EDA responses [7], [8].

Despite improvements in measuring equipment since the

discovery of electrodermal phenomena more than 100 years

ago [9]–[11], much of the research in this area is limited to

observational measurements performed over short periods of

time in laboratory settings or artificial clinical environments.

The need for monitoring patients over extensive periods of time

has stimulated interest in wearable technologies—unobtrusive

devices that can be worn during normal daily activity to gather

physiological data over periods of several weeks or months [12].

Long-term monitoring of EDA will allow the observation of

patterns of sympathetic arousal and regulation at a significantly

longer time scale (days to months) compared to existing studies

(minutes to hours) and could potentially reveal previously un-

observable trends. In addition, long-term measurements taken

in a person’s natural home environment also provide a clearer

picture of the person’s physiological state than a short period of

assessment in anunnatural clinical setting [13]. Clinically, wear-

able EDAsensors canbeused inpsychopathology, dermatology,

and neurology for diagnostic purposes and therapy evaluation.

Potential clinical applications include screening for cystic fibro-

sis [14], classification of depressive illnesses [15], prediction of

functional outcome in schizophrenia [16], discrimination be-

tween healthy and psychotic patients [17], characterization of

0018-9294/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE



• I direct a research team of graduate and 

undergraduate students 

What I do at Stevens 

Hybrid	Electronics	Laboratory	
Spin	coater	to	
deposit	films	

Thermal	evaporator	to	
deposit	metals	and	
organic	materials	

Solar	simulator	for	
device	tes ng	

Dual	channel	sourcemeter	
and	probe	sta on	for	
electronic	tes ng	



• Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

summer research program ($5k 

stipend) 

• Work-study 

• Research for credit: CHE498 

• Volunteer 

Research Opportunities for 

Undergraduates 



Research Opportunities 

Prof. Akcora 
Multi-functional soft materials 
based on polymers and colloids 

 

Prof. Besser 
Microfluidics, fuel cells, 
microchemical systems 

 

Prof. Du 
Optofluidics, plasmonics, 

Raman spectroscopy  
 

Prof. Kalyon 
Structure and processing of complex 

fluids, polymer rheology 
 

Prof. Lawal 
Biofuels, catalysis 

 
Prof. Lee 

Microfluidic-based human 
tissue models, graphene 

oxide biosensors 
 

Prof. Libera 
Transmission electron 
microscopy, polymeric 

biomaterials and 
hydrogels 

 

Prof. Podkolzin 
Chemical kinetics and 

reaction mechanisms on 
catalytic nanoparticles 

 

Prof. Tian 
Photonics, optical fibers 

for biological sensing 
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